
Weight:: 1065lbs 1000lbs 

Width:  48” 59” 

Length: 84” w/ handle.  48” W/o handle 102” 

Tool box: 20 cubic foot rear opening , locking T latch  16 cubic foot top opening , paddle latch  

Standard material rack: yes no 

Breaking system: Posi!ve locking front disk breaks, posi!ve locking steering mechanism.  no 

Fork pockets: yes no 

Hois!ng hooks/rings: Hois!ng rings designed to eliminate tripping hazards, used for hois!ng, and !e down rings for travel.   Exterior hooks, tripping hazard,, strap slipping possible.  

Flat free !res: Yes 18 x 8.5 Yes 18 x 8.5 

Deck plate:  48”x30” 25”x40” 

Op!ons: 12 CF Job box, 16 CF Job box, 20 CF job box, retrieval system, winch, alert system, I.C.E. Sta!on 

emergency kit.  Generators, air compressors. 

Material rack, addi!onal 16 CF job box, rear pressure break system.  

Claw lock: Yes, with a ratche!ng claw lock, the Trirex™ is guaranteed to lock at the deepest 

point of penetra!on in the occurrence of a fall, this non slip   mechanism is designed 

to  ensure  safety during retrieval  to limit any bounce back.  

No  

Garlock  Cobra Lifelink  

TriRex™– The Trirex™ is a 3 man fall arrest, 2 man  Fall restraint.  The Trirex™ comes standard with 

everything you need to be jobsite ready straight from the manufacture. Compact yet the most effective 

and innovative design in the industry the TriRex™ is your one fail safe decision when it comes to Mobile 

anchorage. With the Patented Pivoting Engagement arm design,   including ratcheting locking system, 

the TriRex™ is easy to test, maintain, and inspect daily. While other mobile anchors focus on hard to 

inspect, complicated designs, you know the Raptor TriRex™ is your one and only fail safe decision in the 

industry.   

Cobra– The Garlock Cobra mobile anchor is your 3 man fall arrest, 2 man fall re-

straint mobile anchor, bulky yet limited on options, the cobra Cart does not reach the 

versatility of the raptor.  Hard to inspect with a pulley system engagement arm, daily 

inspections and maintenance are complicated and usually left undone.  

Fully Tested, Fully Proven 

Weight:: 106

Only Patented Mobile Anchor 


